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How do you ask for the poster for this cult movie classic, is it a game, or is it real? Not all war games are like a steroid-ridden Michael Bay explodo-fest. I mean, yes, people line up to buy Gears of War 2 as I write this (to learn more about the new Xbox 360 hit, read Matt Peckham's take), but I want to be in command, not just a grunt. I want to take the time to examine the battlefields and be the general
armchair. Luckily for me, no less than five strategy games - each with a very different take - have come out in recent weeks. But it comes down to the same old problem: So many battles, so little time. You need a quick breakdown of information about what's new on store shelves, helping you win the ongoing war on productivity. Valkyria Chronicles is a strategy game based on high turn-style for the
Playstation 3.The classic strategy game - if you're talking about chess, risk, or axis and allies - usually goes something like this: Two crazy chin-stroke geniuses for a couple of hours, reflecting each... Unique... Move. You weigh the options carefully, deploy your troops... Bla... Bla.... Bla. And maybe add a little more action to their battles. Sega's Valkyria Chronicles is a turn-based strategy for the Playstation
3 that you really have to see in action to believe. In an alternative reality take on the World War II era, you will find steampunk bits of science fiction on a pastel-colored battlefield. In fact, it almost looks like you're fighting your way through a landscape of tales with bullets. Here's where it gets interesting: Select the unit you're deploying for the turn, then walk in the shoes of this solid. You are running to cover
and take shots while a motion timer ticks down. Or you can save your tactical moves by flames across the battlefield. I'd say Valkyria Chronicles is probably one of the smartest to take on tactical shootings since X-Com-- it's certainly one of the most visceral I've ever played. The only real drawback is that the struggling enemies are far from Mensa's candidates. Then again, I was a bit dumb for the fun this
game is-- so I guess it comes out on a level playing field. Tom Clancy's EndWar is an almost future battalion-scale tactical warfare game that can optionally be fully controlled with his voice. Everyone talks about how the Wii is so resourceful to have what amounts to a remote control to play games - and remote controls are something people already know how to use. Yes? How about using only your voice?
Tom Clancy's EndWar (for the PS3 and Xbox 360) is based on a very cool trick: you're calling orders to your troops. All clancy games of modern establishment are based on almost futuristic scenarios, and it faces the US against European allied powers and a revitalized Soviet republic. Thanks to defense programs, the threat of nuclear war is gone, so it's back to basics in the field. Unlike traditional real-
time strategy games, there are no resources to sweat. Only in battle and head around the troops. To make this strategy game work on a console, your voice does most of the work. Break a button, bark a command, and drop the button --just like a walkie talkie-- and the units do exactly what you tell them. I tried to catch the game off guard, talking like a New Yawker slang, a twangy Denim, and.... Ok, I tried
my horrible Diamond Joe Quimby impersonation (think JFK) of the Simpsons. At each attempt, he translated my orders into actions. Crazy stuff. The only time it didn't work was in the heat of battle as it quickly faded orders at the speed of sound. Lesson learned: Speak slowly, and you won't shake the troops. As for the game itself, the battles are big, but not unmanyable. If I have any advice to give, it's to
keep your troops together and not extend them all over the AI mapa.la that handles your forces when you're not around isn't a replacement for a good commander. Although the game may be a bit flawed, it still has the first great voice command application. When perfected, this feature will change the way you play in the future. A cute strategy game, Ninjatown is based on a line of cuddly toys. But it's still
fun. In the outside world, ninjas are shadow mysteries-warriors feared by all (except perhaps pirates). At home, in Ninjatown (right next to Funkytown), they lead quiet lives, go to work and need the occasional hug. Ninjatown is a cute strategy title based on a cuddly toy line stuffed death dealers. What you need to know: This game recently got into store shelves and provides silent - but deadly - fun for the
Nintendo DS. In a column a few weeks ago, I talked about defending the desk tower and the whole notion of a defensive strategy game. The way these games work is that you have an amount of time set to plan your defense and repair damage. When the timer runs out, the enemies invade. Repel the attack. The turn. Rinse. Repeat. The enemies -- in this case, hell -- threaten to run amok through the quiet
burbs. That's where you come in. As ol' Master Ninja, you need to plan the counterattack. And use some of your magical ninja powers (blow into the microphone) to shoot down enemies. It's not exactly a strategic punishment game, and it's probably among the least violent of those out there-- which is ironic, I know, considering we're talking about ninjas here. Booty Age is a fun little strategy game with
pirates. If we are going to give love ninjas, pirates need fair and equal representation. So check out High Booty Age, a fun little strategy game for the Xbox 360, PS3 and PC. Crossing around an axe-based map, you're doing the usual thing: towns and villages, ambush passing ships and upgrade your flying Dutchman. However, without having someone walk the plank or engage in sword fights, how pirate
can this game be? Very. You are trying to reach the target of each level before any pirates competing. In the one-player game, you're ready Ai. That's fun enough, but trying to form alliances with other players in online matches? People can (and probably will) activate at any given time. This is sinister and funnier than 16 men on the chest of a dead man. Then, of course, there is the classic real-time strategy
game (RTS). This usually means scratching dirt at agricultural resources, quickly building factories and unleashing waves of troops on the enemy. Me? I've always been a big fan of the Command and Conquer series. But hey, it was a different time, wasn't it? Wrong! Red Alert 3 is a real-time strategy game electronic arts.Electronic Arts has been actively reviving the C&amp;amp; C, first with Command
&amp;amp; Conquer 3: Kane's Wrath, and now Red Alert 3. Of course, it's a PC staple, but it's interesting to see how a strategy game is also being (quite successful) brought to the PS3 and Xbox 360 as well. But let's go to the game itself. The first thing you'll see here: super-misleading video delivered tongue in cheek to a large cast. I'm talking about George Takei, J.K. Simmons, Tim Curry, Jenny
McCarthy ... just go with me on this one. You also happen to have a wonderfully insane cast of units that you are on fire in battle with in addition to standard aircraft and tanks. I mean, dolphins with mounted sound disruptors and trained Russian bears? Now by far the sickest thing I've seen here -- and something genuinely new (gasp)-- is the ability to use the peer system for single-player campaigning.
Going solo, you give general orders to your Senior Intelligence crony. Online, you can wage war with a friend. How cool is it in practice, though? Well, I'm enjoying it. Stay tuned because Matt Peckham of Game On plans to delve into the trenches. Okay, so which of these five titles is right for you? Any of them! You just have to figure out how long you have to save. And be careful out there. See you next
time.... at ease! Casual Friday columnist and pc world senior writer Darren Gladstone geeks out about gadgets, games, and weird uses for humdrum technology. In other words, he's a nerd.and he's fine with that. Note: When you buy something after clicking the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate links policy for more details. I'm buying a sega game equipment to mod. I
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